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Stripes kickback...
Small bits of news, gossip and info for the terraces.
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Edwin Berqvist
Andy McClelland
Dave Ely
Stuart Lascelles
Ciarán McCormack
Mattias Larsson
Chris Allen
Deri Thomas
Andy O’Sullivan
Robbie Graham
Colm Kenny
Oscar Hentmark
Pete McConnell
Wille Karlsson
Philipp Männer
Anton Björlund
Gary Phillips
Evan Barnes
Paul Sullivan
Guy Woodhead

Ekerö IK

Peter Björklund
Håkan Eriksson
Steven Moar
Axel Stridbeck
Patrik Vallbo
Daniel Lindstrand
Axel Ryd
Jonathan Jansson
Johan Meyer
Peter Lindstrand
Mikael Brandt
Kristoffer Låås
John Orto
Kristoffer Andersson
Christoffer Åsberg
Mattias Schyberg
Jimmy Suhr
A-lags tränare: Matthias Johnsson
Coach: Adam Bassari

LFC go into todays match off the back of 3 successive victories. Although the performances can
still improve everyone is still delighted we have managed to gain maximum points.
LFC welcome Ekerö IK for todays match and look forward to a hard contested match on the pitch.
Ekerö have managed to pick up 6 points from their first 3 games with defeat coming in their latest
match against Ängby IF, losing by 4 goals to 1.
LFC have some injuries for todays match with both Deri Thomas and Colm Kenny missing for
the next few weeks due to knee and thigh injuries respectively. The LFC management team are
disappointed to lose such important players already this season but are keen to emphasise that this
gives other players a chance to shine and also the importance of having strength in depth.
LFC Ultras have been pleased with the start the team has made and hope for another victory today.
Ultra legend Scot James has been at every match and completing his award winning match reports.
”I’m pleased the team has started well and also the amount of people that have been attending. The
team is getting more and more coverage in the community and I hope the support continues to grow”

Come on you stripes!
Present table positions

Manager: Chris Latham
Coach: Mark O’Sullivan

Payer profile: Robbie Graham

Robbie has been with the club since the beginning. He is the most capped player in our club and has played
in every division as the club has progressed. Robbie is the club captain and plays in midfield for the stripes.
Chris Latham, LFC manager said that he is delighted that Robbie has continued to develop as a player and
be ever present for Långholmen this season. ”Robbie is a player that can adapt for the team and also likes
to get forward to score goals. He will as always be an important player for the club this season
Age: 26
Favourite other club apart from Långholmen: Manchester United
Favourite player as a schoolboy and why: Andy Cole, I suppose because unlike Eric Cantona and Giggs and the like, he wasn’t perfect, but still
brilliant.
Most memorable match in a Långholmen shirt so many but I’ll go for Viksjö at home in 2008. We won 3-2 and got our fight for survival on track.
Biggest influence during your football career: Probably Nick Short, our former manager. I never really played football seriously before joining
Långholmen and he taught me so much over the four years that we worked together.
If you had the chance to go out for a couple of pints with anyone in the world who would it be and why: I would have a table of four. It
would be me, Roy Keane, Stevie Wonder and Nelson Mandela. They are 3 people from different spheres of life that I inspire me and I’m sure that
we could find a lot to talk about. Mostly women, I’d imagine.

Next match:

Marieberg SK vs LFC Sunday 10th May 2009, Stadshagens IP. KO: 19.00
Next home match:

LFC vs Bromstens IK Saturday 16th May 2009, Stora Essingen IP. KO: 14.00

